Downward looking ground penetrating radar (GPR) has been considered a viable technology for landmine detection. For such a GPR with the antennas positioned very close to the ground surface, the reflections from the ground surface, i.e., the ground bounce, are very strong and can completely dominate the weak returns from shallowly buried plastic mines. Hence, one of the key challenges of using GPRs for landmine detection is to remove the ground bounce as completely as possible without altering the landmine return. In this paper, we first review existing ground bounce removal algorithms. Then two newly devised adaptive ground bounce removal algorithms, ASaS (Adaptive Shifted and Scaled algorithm) and RLP (Robust Linear Prediction) will be presented. Both ASaS and RLP are based on a flexible data model applicable to rough ground surface and an effective generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) based non-homogeneous detector is devised to further improve their performance. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithms are more robust than conventional ground bounce removal algorithms.
Introduction
Landmines are causing enormous problems in a large number of areas throughout the world today [1] . Based on the estimation of International Red Cross, there are about ten billion mines buried in eighty countries. The whole world will be persecuted by landmines and unexploded ordnance (UXO) left in the old battlefields over a long time.
As an effective tool for plastic landmine detection, ultra wideband GPR has attracted the attention of many researchers and institutes all over the world. For shallowly buried plastic landmines, the ground bounce is usually much stronger than the weak return from landmines and their arrival time is very close with other, which makes it very difficult to detect landmines with downward looking GPR. Ground bounce removal is vital for the followed target detection [2] [3], synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging [4] [5] , and target recognition [6] .
Spatial filtering and mean removal are often used to remove the ground bounce [5] , which are effective under the assumption that the ground bounce is homogeneous. However, the distribution of ground clutter depends on the ground surface as well as the underground media property [7] [8] . Discontinuous underground media distribution and rough surface can lead to nonstationary ground clutter. Moreover, weather condition and the vibration of the GPR platform may also change the clutter distribution. In [9] [10], a least square (LS) based approach is proposed to remove ground bounce coming from rough surface, however, its performance depends heavily on the choice of the reference ground bounce and no method is given in [9] [10]. In [11] [12], a linear prediction (LP) based approach is proposed, which outperforms the conventional mean removal and spatial filtering but is not suitable for rough surface. A parametric clutter suppression method is proposed in [1] , which uses damped exponentials to model the variations of EM amplitudes and phases due to the non-homogeneous property of the underground media. The amplitude and phase parameters are estimated via the TLS-Prony algorithm [13] . Cyclic optimization technique is used to separate clutter and target signal. However, this method requires precise knowledge about the target signal, which is not available in practice. A system identification based clutter removal algorithm is given in [14] [15] , which uses ARMA model to describe clutter and abrupt change detection technique to classify clutter and target signal. However, this method relies heavily on the choice of the reference clutter data and the detection threshold. Except for the above methods, wavelet analysis , PCA (Principal Component Analysis), and ICA (Independent Component Analysis) have also been proposed for clutter suppression in [16] [17] , and [18] , respectively. Wavelet decomposition and reconstruction will lose some useful target signal component because the ground bounce is usually very strong and partially overlaps with the target signal in the time-frequency plane. PCA and ICA mainly faced on how to determine the number of principal components and independent components. In this paper, two newly devised robust adaptive ground bounce removal algorithms, i.e., ASaS (Adaptive Shifted and Scaled algorithm) and RLP (Robust Linear Prediction), will be presented. An effective reference data selection method will be given, which is applicable to any ground bounce removal algorithms.
Data Model
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Sliding window Figure 1 : Sliding window Consider a stepped frequency GPR system moving along the alongtrack direction as shown in Fig.1 . Let x n (ω k ) denote the data collected at thenth scan for thekthstepped frequency,
T denote data vector (for impulse GPR radar, this is the data vector expressed in the frequency domain),
T represent ground bounce vector. Considering the beamwidth of GPR antenna and the size of target or target like object, we set up a sliding window, as shown in Fig. 1 , composed of a guard area of length N 1 and local area of length N 2 in the along-track directionfrom which we search for reference ground bounce. Guard area is used to prevent signal cancellation when the reference is selected very close to the probing position.
The ASaS Algorithm
In [9] , the ground bounce at the nth scan b n (ω k )is modeled as a shifted and scaled version of a fixed reference ground bounce
jω k τn where a n and τ n denote the scale and time delay respectively. The main idea of the ASaS (Adaptive Shifted and Scaled) algorithm is to select the best reference in the local area. For each {x n−i (ω k )} N1+N2 i=N1+1 in the local area, we minimize the following least square criterion
The estimates of {a n,i , τ n,i } N1+N2 i=N1+1 are given bŷ
After obtaining the "best" reference x n−î0 (ω k ),â n,î0 x n−î0 (ω k )e jω kτ n,î 0 is subtracted from x n (ω k ) to remove the ground bounce. ASaS is a computationally efficient adaptive algorithm which can be applied to rough surface. However, its adaptivity is limited to only one degree of freedom (DOF) and hence may not work well in non-homogeneous environment.
The RLP Algorithm
Linear prediction (LP) based methods in reference [11] [12] could outperform traditional approaches, because it makes use of the spatial correlation properties of ground bounce. However, further investigation into the LP based algorithms shows that they could suffer severe performance degradation when the ground surface is rough. Moreover, we will show that they may suffer from signal cancellation and numerical instability problems as well. Based on the combination of rough surface model discussed in the previous section and LP model, we proposed a more flexible data model
where a n,m denotes the mth coefficient of an M order linear prediction for the nth scan, τ n,m+N1 denotes the relative time delay of the ground bounce for the n − (m + N 1 )th scan with respect to the ground bounce of the nth scan, and ε n (ω k ) represents the unmodeled noise, clutter, and possible landmine contributions. {a n,m , τ n,(m+N1) } M m=1 in (4) can be obtained by minimizing the following nonlinear least squares (NLS) criterion.
Minimizing the above cost function is very complicated and computationally prohibitive. We will present a simplified approach with scan-based debumping and segement-based debumping to obtain the estimated time delay.τ n,(m+N1) = arg max
Let z n,m (ω k ) = x n−(m+N1) (ω k )e jω kτn,(m+N 1 ) , m = 1, 2 · · · , M , a n = [a n,1 a n,2 · · · a n,M ]
Once {â n,m ,τ n,(m+N1) } M m=1 are obtained, the estimates {x
can be determined aŝ
Since the ground bounce is much stronger than the unmodeled noise and clutter and its DOF is usually much smaller than the DOF of the adaptive system, the covariance matrix R n in (7) usually has a very poor numerical condition, which could result in a very poor performance. To remedy this problem, we can adopt the diagonal loading technique from the adaptive array signal processing area. To improve the robustness of linear prediction, we will not select M data closest to the probing point but the whole local area as references. We can describe this process as follows: 1)Divide the local area into L segments with equal length, 2) Align all of the scans within each segment with respect to its first scan (referred to as the Scan-based Debumping) and take the average of the aligned data within each segment to generate L reference signals, 3) Align the L reference signals to the processing scan data (referred to as the Segment-based Debumping), and 4)Apply RLP to the L well debumped data with M = L.
Reference Data Selection
Due to the effects of target and target-like signals, the data in the local area may not have the same distribution with the ground bounce in the testing scan. In this case, all ground bounce removal algorithms (including ASaS and RLP presented above) will suffer severe performance degradation. Reference data selection is to search for references with uniform distribution in the local area, which is vital to all ground bounce. Below we present some non-homogeneous detectors (NHDs).
GIP (General Inner Product) [21] is a non-uniformity detection approach originally designated for the selection of uniform secondary clutter data in space-time adaptive processing (STAP) for airborne early-warning radar. without constant false alarm, GLR[22] is a constant false alarm adaptive detection method used in STAP. In this paper, we use the GLR in another way: not for target detection but for uniform clutter selection. For airborne radar, the steering vector of target can be considered known because of the known steering vector of antenna. For GPR, ground bounce is the primary component in return, so the coarse estimation of ground bounce can be considered as steering vector. The original GLR algorithm developed for airborne radar should be modified as follows
where y GLR (n) denotes the output after NHD using the modified GLR algorithm, and d n denotes the nth steering vector of ground bounce whose estimate can be determined by the average of {x n−i } N1+N2 i=N1+1 , R c,n is the covariance matrix of reference data, which can be estimated usinĝ
Once y GLR (n) is obtained, we can determine the location of target, target like object and the uniformity of ground bounce.
Experiment Results
Figure 2: Distribution of buried objects
Thanks to Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB) [22] for providing us the GPR data. The experiment was performed in wet clay mixed with small rocks. An area of x = 50cm by y = 196cm was scanned with a scanning step of 1 cm in each direction. There were irregularities with a maximum of 10 cm between the highest and the lowest point. The antenna head was placed at 5 cm above the highest point, and the scan was done horizontally. In the following examples, the target is a plastic anti-personal mine (PMA-1PMA-3) , big stone and curving U shape copper strip, the distribution of buried object is shown in Fig.2 . Fig.3 . For convenience, power normalization was taken on {y GLR/GIP (n)} N n=1 . Fig.3 shows that GIP and GLR have the same performance for anti-personal mine, but GLR has better performance than GIP in identifying target-like big stone and copper strip, because big stone is very similar to background clutter and copper strip has very strong reflection. In the following test, we apply GLR to determine the regions of targets and target-like objects.
In Fig.4 , we illustrate the performance of RLP and ASaS based on our new GLR based NHD method. Figure 4(a) shows the original data before ground bounce removal. Figures 4(b) and (c) show the data after ground bounce removal with ASaS and RLP, respectively. Fig.4 shows that both RLP and ASaS work well, but RLP outperforms ASaS in varying soil conditions since the former has more DOFs to model the clutter. 
Conclusion
In this paper, two newly devised robust adaptive ground bounce removal algorithms, i.e., ASaS and RLP, are presented, which can work well for rough ground surface. An effective reference data selection method is also given, which is applicable to any ground bounce removal algorithms. We have also some new results on ICA based ground bounce removal. Due to the limited space, they will be presented in other papers.
